Abstract-The Programming by Demonstration paradigm promises to reduce the complexity incurred in programming robot tasks. Its aim is to let robot systems learn new behaviors from a human operator demonstration. In this paper, we argue that while providing demonstrations in the real environment enables teaching of general tasks, for tasks whose essential features are known a priori demonstrating in a virtual environment may improve efficiency and reduce trainer's fatigue. We next describe a prototype system supporting Programming by Demonstration in a virtual environment and we report results obtained exploiting simple virtual tactile fixtures in pick-and-place tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Programming by Demonstration (PbD) aims at solving the persistent problem of programming robot applications [8] - [10] , [13] . Robot programming is known to be a complex endeavor even for robotic experts. Simplifying robot programming has become of prominent importance in the current context of service robotics, where end users with little or no specific expertise might be required to program robot tasks.
The PbD tenet is to make robots acquire their behaviors by providing to the system a demonstration of how to solve a certain task, along with some initial knowledge. A PbD interface then automatically interprets what is to be done from the observed task, thus eliminating the need for alternative, explicit programming techniques. Providing a demonstration of a task to be reproduced by others is an effective means of communication and knowledge transfer between people. However, while PbD for computer programming has achieved some success [4] , teaching tasks involving motion of physical systems, possibly in dynamic environments, directly addresses the well-known difficulties of embodied and situated systems [3] . Hence, further research is required to fulfill the goals of PbD in robotics.
The most straightforward way to put into practice the PbD concept is by letting the user demonstrate the task in the real world, while taxing the system with the requirement to understand and replicate it. Recent examples of PbD systems involving demonstration in the real world are [13] and [17] . This is also the most general approach to programming by demonstration, but the complexity of the underlying recognition and interpretation techniques strongly constrains its applicability. To circumvent this problem, a PbD system might require to restrict the objects and actions involved in the task to be demonstrated to a predefined set, or set up a highly engineered demonstration environment. However, if objects and actions occurring in the task are constrained in number and type, the same a priori knowledge can be transferred into a virtual environment.
Based on this observation, we have begun an investigation into a virtual environment for PbD, focusing on the approach to PbD based on task-level program acquisition [5] , [9] , [10] , [13] . Previous works evaluating PbD in virtual environments include [11] , [12] , [16] . Performing the demonstration in a virtual environment provides some functional advantages which can decrease the time and fatigue required for demonstration and improve overall safety by preventing execution of incorrectly learned tasks:
• tracking user's actions within a simulated environment is simpler than in a real environment and there is no need for object recognition, since the state of the manipulated objects is known in advance; • human hand and grasped object positions do not have to be estimated using error-prone sensors like cameras; • multiple virtual cameras and view point control are available to the user during the demonstration; • the virtual environment can be augmented with operator aids such as graphical or other synthetic fixtures [15] , and force feedback; • a virtual environment enables task simulation prior to execution for task validation.
In service robotics applications the simulation feature is even more important since in has been pointed out that, in many cases, it would be almost impossible to ask for multiple demonstrations by the user [6] . Of course, these functional advantages should be weighed against the very drawback of a virtual environment, namely its need for advance explicit encoding of a priori knowledge about the task, which restricts the applicability of the approach. The remaining of this paper presents a prototype PbD system that we have set up for simple pick-and-place tasks, and our initial investigation into the exploitation of virtual fixtures to simplify task demonstration.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW The PbD system described hereafter handles basic manipulation operations in a 3D "block world". As mentioned, the system targets task-level program acquisition. We assume that trajectories will eventually be computed by path planning based on the actual location of objects and status of the working environment.
In the proposed robot teaching method, an operator, wearing a dataglove with a 3D tracker, demonstrates the tasks in a virtual environment. The virtual scene simulates the actual workspace and displays the relevant assembly components. The system recognizes, from the user's hand movements, a sequence of high level actions and translates them into a sequence of commands for a robot manipulator. The recognized task is then performed in a simulated environment for validation. Finally, if the operator agrees with the simulation, the task is executed in the real environment referring to actual object locations in the workspace. A library of some simple assembly operations has been developed. It allows to pick and place objects on a working plane, to stack objects, and to perform peg-in-hole tasks.
The architecture of the PbD system ( Figure 1 ) follows the canonical structure of the "teaching by showing" method, which consists of three major phases. The first phase is task presentation, where the user wearing the dataglove executes the intended task in a virtual environment. In the second phase the system analyzes the task and extracts a sequence of high-level operations, taken from a set of rules defined in advance. In the final stage the synthesized task is mapped into basic operations and executed, first in a 3D simulated environment and then by the robotic platform. Figure 1 shows the main components of the PbD testbed. The actual robot controlled by the PbD application is a six d.o.f. Puma 560 manipulator. A vision system (currently operating in 2D) is exploited to recognize the objects in the real workspace and detect their initial configurations. The whole application is built on top of a CORBA-based framework which interconnects clients and servers while providing transparent access to the various heterogeneous subsystems [2] .
A. Demonstration interface
The demonstration interface includes an 18-sensor CyberTouch (a virtual reality glove integrating tactile feedback devices, from Immersion Corporation, Inc.) and a six d.o.f. Polhemus tracker. The human operator uses the glove as an input device. For demonstration purposes, operator's gestures are directly mapped to an anthropomorphic 3D model of the hand in the simulated workspace.
In the developed demonstration setup, the virtual environment is built upon the Virtual Hand Toolkit (VHT) provided by Immersion Corporation. To deal with geometrical information in a formal way, VHT uses scene graphs data structure (Haptic Scene Graph -HSG) containing high-level descriptions of environment geometries. VRML models can be easily imported in VHT through a parser included in the library. To grant a dynamic interaction between the virtual hand and the objects in the scene, VHT allows objects to be grasped. A collision detection algorithm (V-Clip) generates collision information between the hand and the objects, including the surface normal at the collision point. A grasp state is achieved if the contact normals provide sufficient friction; otherwise, if the grasp condition for a grasped object is no longer satisfied, the object is released. The user interface also provides a vibratory feedback using CyberTouch actuators. Vibrations convey proximity information that helps the operator to grasp the virtual objects.
The current implementation of the virtual environment for assembly tasks in the "block world" consists of a plane, a set of 3D colored blocks on it, and possibly one or more containers (holes) whose shape and location are known in advance. This scene includes the same objects of the real workspace configuration, although, in general, the actual locations of blocks will be different.
B. Task recognition
The task planner analyzes the demonstration provided by the human operator and segments it into a sequence of high-level primitives that should describe the user actions. To segment the human action in high-level operations, a simple algorithm based on changes in the grasping state has been implemented: a new operation is generated whenever a grasped object is released. The effect of the operation is determined by evaluating the achieved object configuration in the workspace.
Three high-level tasks have been identified, so far, as basic blocks to describe assembly operations in the simple pick-and-place domain. The first task picks an object and places it onto a support plane (PickAndPlaceOnTable), the second task stacks an object onto another (PickAndPlaceOnObj), and the third task inserts a small object in the hole of a container lying on the working plane (PegInHole). The three high-level tasks have been implemented in C++ as subclasses of a HighLevelTask abstract class ( Figure 2 ). Information about the recognized high-level task is passed to the constructor when the HighLevelTask class is instantiated.
C. Task generation
A set of BasicTasks have been implemented for the basic movements of the real robot. The available concrete classes ( Figure 2 ) include basic straight-line movements of the end effector, such as translations in the XY plane, parallel to the workspace table, and along the z axis. Two classes describe the basic operations to pick up and to release objects by simply closing and opening the on-off gripper of the manipulator.
The high level tasks identified in the task recognition phase are then decomposed in a sequence of BasicTasks objects describing their behavior. In this simple domain, decomposition is straightforward and the three tasks only differ in the height z f of the release operation. Since the available manipulator has no force sensor, z f is computed in the virtual demonstration environment based on contact relations. For the peg-in-hole task the grasped object must be released after its initial insertion in the hole. Each concrete class of the task tree provides two methods to perform the operation, one in the simulated environment and one in the real workspace. Once the entire task has been planned, the task performer (Figure 1 ) manages execution in both the simulated and real workspaces.
D. Task simulation
After the recognition phase, the system displays to the human operator a graphical simulation of the generated task. This simulation improves safety, since the user can check the correctness of the interpreted task. If the user is not satisfied after the simulation, the task can be discarded without execution in the real environment.
The simulation is non-interactive and takes place in a virtual environment exploiting the same scene graph used for workspace representation in the demonstration phase. The only difference is that the virtual hand node in the HSG is replaced by a VRML model of the Puma560 manipulator. The simulated robot has the ability to perform all the operations described in the previous section. The movement of the VRML model is obtained applying an inverse kinematics algorithm for the specific robot and is updated at every frame. In the simulation, picking and releasing operations are achieved by attaching and detaching the nodes of the HSG representing the objects to the last link of the VRML model of the manipulator. 
E. Task execution
Execution in the real workspace exploits a C++ framework [2] based on CORBA. The PbD system builds a client-server CORBA connection using a Fast Ethernet switch. The client side runs on MS Windows 2000, whereas the server controlling the manipulator runs on Solaris 8 and the vision server on Linux. The methods of the concrete classes in the task list invoke blocking remote calls of the servant manipulator object which transforms them into manipulator commands based on RCCL -the Robot Control C Library. Figure 3 shows the demonstration, simulation and execution steps of a pick-and-place task (only initial and final frames are shown). In this experiment the workspace contains four objects: two colored boxes, a cylinder and a container (a cylinder with a hole). The user demonstration consists of a sequence of three steps. The user first picks up the cylinder and puts it in the container, then puts the yellow box on a different position on the table, finally grasps the blue box and stacks it on top of the yellow one. While performing the demonstration, the user can dynamically adjust the point of view of the virtual scene. This feature, typical of demonstration in virtual environments, can help in picking partially occluded objects, releasing them on the plane or on other boxes, and inserting them in the container. Movies of this and other PbD experiments are available at the web page: http://rimlab.ce.unipr.it/Projects/PbD/ pbd.html.
F. Sample experiment

G. Discussion
Since a large amount of information is readily available in the virtual environment (object locations, hand pose) and since we target pick-and-place tasks, in the proposed PbD system tasks are learned at an abstract level and a single demonstration usually suffices. Hence, the demonstration phase is less demanding than with alternative approaches, even though performing a single demonstration would be simpler for the user in the real environment than in the virtual one.
Task simulation has proven an effective tool to prevent some erroneous executions in the real world. The operator can check whether the learned task is correct and whether it can be executed by the target robot taking into account also its reachability and kinematic constraints.
Task execution by the real robot requires the availability of a sensory system to locate objects in the real workspace and of adequate path planning and robot control capabilities. Once the task has been correctly learned, successful task execution depends on the quality of the robot controller and the accuracy of the vision system. So far, we have not stressed these aspects in our PbD system, although we have successfully executed peg-in-hole tasks with a clearance of 3 mm.
III. EXPLOITING VIRTUAL FIXTURES
One of the potential advantages of a virtual demonstration environment, as mentioned earlier, is the ability to incorporate in a simpler way virtual fixtures, i.e. artificial clues that help the operator in performing the task. Virtual fixtures have been introduced as a general concept in robot teleoperation [14] , [15] . We argue here that they can play an important role in simplifying task demonstration in PbD as well. While the PbD system described in the previous section is admittedly simple, it allows some analysis of the impact of synthetic fixturing as described in the following.
Our PbD system incorporates virtual fixturing in two ways. First, demonstration in the virtual environment is somehow easier than it would be with an accurate representation of real world constraints, since we accept some error in the positioning of the grasped object. For example, with default parameter setting, attempting to deposit an object 1 cm below the plane results in a valid PickAndPlaceOnTable operation. Likewise, in Figure 3 clearance of the peg-in-hole task in the virtual environment is about three times the actual clearance in the physical world. Thresholds defining an acceptability zone are defined for any action, the tradeoff being between the degree of assistance provided to the operator and the ability to discriminate between the contact relations to be established and to achieve the required accuracy in positioning. More cluttered environments would require, thus, stricter thresholds.
Whenever the object is released within the acceptability zone, its location is corrected and re-aligned in the virtual environment. As described, this feature is appropriate only for simple domains like the block world above, yet the underlying concept extends to more general applications. I.e., if sufficient a priori knowledge is available, a virtual environment can guide the user performing the demonstration toward semantically significant actions, rather than simply record user actions. Clearly, if the application demands accurate, free positioning, a different task hierarchy must be defined, along with proper acceptability thresholds.
A second type of virtual fixture is implemented in the PbD system by exploiting the vibrotactile feedback available in the CyberTouch glove. The underlying idea is that exploiting multimodality reduces the perceptual overload of the operator's visual channel [1] . In the current implementation, vibration is activated whenever the object lies within the acceptability zone previously discussed for a release operation. The operator can take advantage of this explicit information by immediately releasing the object, or decline it by moving the object to another location.
Possible variations in this scheme include:
• activating vibrotactile feedback for a short amount of time, so that the user can decide whether take advantage of predefined object alignment (by immediately releasing the object), or override it in favor of a fine manual positioning (by holding the object until the end of vibration); • providing vibrotactile feedback (which in principle could also be modulated in amplitude) in a wider volume than the acceptability zone, so as to provide a hint guiding user motion.
A. Evaluation
We have asked five subjects, 2 females and 3 males, to demonstrate three elementary tasks and one composite task in the virtual environment. Prior to the actual data collection experiment, subjects were asked to play for 5 minutes with the virtual environment, picking and releasing objects.
The elementary tasks to be demonstrated were displacement of a cubic object on table, stacking of a cubic object on top of another one, insertion of a cylindrical peg into a cylindrical hole. Each task also included approach motion, object grasping, and object transportation phases. The composite task was a routine comprising the three elementary tasks in sequence, although with a different object arrangement. For each task, time to completion (time required to perform the demonstration) was measured and the average value and standard deviation computed. Finally, each subject performed the experiment five times using only the graphical output of the virtual environment, and then five times with the virtual tactile fixture on. Task completion time was measured by an external supervisor and triggered when the system reported a successful recognition of the last required HighLevelTask. Figure 4 shows the average and standard deviation in task completion times without and with the virtual tactile fixture in the four experiments. Task completion times in both modality are clearly influenced by the different difficulty of the various tasks. According to Fitt's law [7] , a Difficulty Index can be defined for each task, and correlation with average task completion time established (we are currently performing such analysis). As a general remark, the additional tactile fixture helps in decreasing average demonstration times, even though for each elementary task one subject performed slightly worse with the tactile fixture on. For the composite task, the tactile fixture improved execution performance for all subjects. It should be mentioned that the virtual environment is somehow slower with the tactile feedback activated. A higher latency is perceived by the user, which therefore might tend to perform the demonstration more cautiously. The resulting delay might play a role in the outlier data. Moreover, due to differences in object arrangement and initial operator pose, completion times for the composite task cannot be compared with completion times of the elementary tasks. Figure 5 compares results across the four tasks by scaling each subject performance with the value obtained without the tactile fixture. Dashed lines refer to the average task completion time across all subjects. Qualitatively, virtual tactile fixturing appears to play a more important role for more complex tasks. For the composite task the average degree of improvement is smaller, although all subjects improve their completion times with the tactile virtual fixturing. This is due to the fact that the task includes multiple transfer phases where virtual tactile fixturing plays no role. Our ongoing work attempts to assess the correlation between task difficulty and completion time in a more quantitative manner. Fig. 5 . Assessing the improvement in task completion time using vibration for the four tasks. Vertical axis: ratio between average completion times with and without vibration. Each dot represents a subject, whereas the dashed line connects to the average improvement across all subjects.
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IV. CLOSING
We have described an ongoing investigation into exploiting a virtual environment to assist the user in PbD of robot tasks. We have developed a prototype PbD system that uses a data glove and a virtual reality teaching interface to program pick-and-place tasks in a block world.
In this context, we are investigating the potentials of virtual fixtures, both visual and tactile, and their effect on task recognition performance. The ability to easily integrate such virtual fixtures is one of the major advantages of a virtual demonstration environment. 
